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Add new reels... INFINITELY!
 

ReelPlay are proud to present a brand new mechanic in online slots where each 
spin provides the chance to add an additional reel, re-spin and multiplier. 

Eldorado Infinity Reels is classic ReelPlay innovation. A slot game inspired by a 
land of almost unlimited opportunity where each spin provides a chance for a 
new reel to be added, with each new reel increasing the multiplier for all wins. 

Each additional reel brings players closer to the Jackpot prize.

The bonus feature introduces a layer of strategy where the player 
may choose from 3 options:

Store – will increase the level of the next feature award  
Gamble – spin the wheel take a chance to raise the current feature level.  

Play – play the feature at current level

Increased feature levels award players with multiplier increases of 
+2, +3 or +4 per new reel added!

 Set in the Aztec Empire era, where cities of gold flourished and treasures are 
aplenty and manifold. 

Take a journey into Eldorado Infinity Reels - a place perhaps of infinite wealth.
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£40 £0.20

MAX EXPOSURE:

MAX BET: MIN BET:

 € £250,000

Symbols pay left to right (except Temple 
which pays any), where the corresponding 
symbol count is greater or equal to 5.

All spin begins with 3 reels

An extra reel is added to the rightmost 
reel after every winning symbol 
combination.

There is no limit on the number of 
additional reels that can be added.

Each new reel increases the symbol win 
multiplier by x1.

Any Temple win awards 10 Free Spins.

Player may choose to Store, Gamble or 
Play the Free Spins. The player’s decision 
will affect the level at which the Free 
Games are started.

A higher Free Spins level awards players 
with bigger multiplier increases of +2, +3 or 
+4 per new reels added!

When a player reaches 15th reel, a 
jackpot prize of 888x total bet is awarded 
in addition to those reel wins already 
achieved.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA

DESKTOP TABLET MOBILE

RTP: 

LANGUAGES: 

BASE GAME = 357.65x
with BONUS = 6250x

BASE INCLUDING JACKPOT = 1245.65x

95.51% - 96.54%

All languages / currencies supported by your platform

MEDIUM - HIGH

33,800 coins

1 in 129.112 to 1 in 516.447 SPINS

VOLATILITY:

TOP AWARD:

FEATURE HIT RATE:

AVAILABLE ON:

FREE ROUNDS AVAILABLE

MAX WIN:

MAX WIN: 
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4 3 3

Substitutes for 
all symbols 

except Temple

Any Temple 
symbol win 

triggers Free 
Spins.

5
5

2 2 2

1 1 1

PAYTABLE

Symbols pay from left to right except TEMPLE (which pays any) where the participating symbol count is greater or equal to 5.

Symbol pays are calculated as the number of participating symbols multiplied by the symbol value as found in the Paytable.

Wins are multiplied by the coin value.



The information contained herein is provided solely in relation to the development and supply of Interactive Wagering Games by Reel Play Pty Ltd to the recipient, thus is confidential and not 
to be redistributed without the consent of Reel Play Pty Ltd.
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Innovative Infinity Reels mechanics.

There’s no limit of the number of 
potential reels – it’s infinite!

Each new reels added increases the 
symbol win multiplier.

Choose from 3 different Free Spins 
strategic options.

Jackpot Prize for reaching several 
additional reels.

Exciting Aztec settings with vivid artwork 
theme.

Dynamic chasing gameplay with 
potential great wins.

Innovation and Dynamic gameplay

Chain reaction wins with multipliers

Infinite possibilities

Options for playing the feature

Classic Slots Aztec visual theme

Targeting players who enjoy:

AUDIENCEKEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING TO PLAYERS

PROMO TEXT

Reach your 888x 
Jackpot Prize

Winning combo of new reels 
with increasing multiplier No Limit on infinity reels

Gamble for higher Feature Level

Store your feature for a 
higher-level feature next trigger

Higher Feature levels 
increases the multipliers 

further Bigger multipliers 
during Free Spins


